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NEW NAILS REPAIR CREAM

NEW FINISH GEL WITH TEA TREE

NEW SPRING GEL ON-OFF COLORS

NEW SAND GEL

SPECIAL EYEBROWS NOVELTIES 

NEW THERMAL GEL

SUMMER GEL ON-OFF COLORS

ACRYLIC GEL

his year you are the protagonist, we want to support you in your professional challenges and that you 
can enjoy the latest novelties and trends both in manicure and in those of eyebrows and eyelashes 
services.

We started filling spring-summer with new gel on-off colors, pastel tones to fall in love and neon shades 
to dazzle. In addition, new finishes and effects arrive with the sand and thermal permanent enamel, 
perfect to add a different touch to the manicure.

Besides, as specialists in eyebrows and eyelashes, we are going to launch an incredible novelty to keep 
you up to date in BROW LAMINATION.

We are here to be more Thuy@s than ever 
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- Gel On-Off Ballet
- Gel On-Off Blanco
- Pan de OroCALLUSES SOFTENER & 

FOOT RESCUE

The combination of these products 
makes the skin of your feet 
progressively improve, recovering its 
optimal level of hydration and nutrition, 
acquiring a healthy appearance in a 
matter of days. 

Hydrates and restructures 
the skin in depth. With Urea, 

Jojoba Oil and Shea Butter.
ref. 011208159

ref. 011207031 ref. 011207030

Special treatment for  
                 CALLUSES & HEELS

Facilitates the removal of 
calluses and hardness without 
cuts.
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Nails repair cream

3

FINISH GEL with TEA TREE OIL

Removing extra gels
caused by those 
techniques that 
produce dispersion 
layer

Specially formulated to 

REPAIR, PROTECT AND REINFORCE 

the nails and the skin around it 
With KERATIN and VITAMINS:

Thanks to the 
Tea Tree oil ingredient, it 
performs a purifying and 
antiseptic function. It also
provides Vitamin E that
acts as an antioxidant
and maintains the
optimal hydration levels.

It will take care 
and protect the skin after
the aplication.

100 ml - ref. 011305288
500 ml - ref. 011305289

WITH VITAMINE AND
TEA TREE OIL
WITH VITAMINE AND
TEA TREE OIL

FINISH GEL 
with TEA TREE OILnails repair cream nourishing cream for 

cuticles and nails

Vitamin C

Vitamin A

Vitamin E

Vitamin F

activates 
Collagen 

improves cell 
renewal

helps skin 
regenerationprevents 

dehydration 

ref. 011208168 4



Gel On-Off Primavera

Ballet

GEL ON-OFF

Lime

GEL ON-OFF

Tiffany Green

GEL ON-OFF

Sky Blue

GEL ON-OFF

4 new pastel colors
to fully enjoy the
first rays of sun.

A soft, sweet and 
relaxing pink. A subtle 
color for an exquisite and 
delicate manicure

A fresh lime green full of
fun and positive energy.
Perfect for spring manicure. 

The perfect mix between 
green and blue, cool,
serene and fun.

Sky blue color,
serene and elegant. Nails
full of harmony and
elegance.

Gel On-Off
Spring
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ref. 011610423 

ref. 011610421

ref. 011610424

ref. 011610422
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   Sand Gel 
        by On-Off:

New Arena effect!
New effects and finishes for our
Gel on-off collection. Five pastel colors with
sand effect. Get a totally different 
result with a single product. They provide a
rough and embossed effect when enameled. A
perfect manicure for those who like to stand out
and get out of the ordinary.

Just Base Coat On-Off and 
a coat of Sand Gel colour 
and you’re READY! !!!!

No finisher needed!!!

Special kit to launch
with the 5 jars and a 
oval gel brush.
 ref. 011610420

Sand Gel Lavender:  
A lavender color combined with 

the sand effect brings a different 
look to your nails.

Sand Gel Mint:
Sweet and delicate, an 
impressive mint green.

Sand Gel Pastel Blue:
In pastel blue this new 
sand effect is perfect for 
this spring.

Sand Gel Green:
A fun and quirky acid 

shade for the most daring 
nail arts.

Sand Gel Ivory:
An elegant neutral 
ivory shade perfect to 
complement any nail art 
or manicure.

7

Sand Gel

8

APRIL

ref. 011610416

ref. 011610419

ref. 011610417

ref. 011610418

ref. 011610415
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Eyebrows novelties

Eyebrows are the focus and the protagonists of the eye services. Everybody wants 
to highlight them by offering a natural finish.

The brow lamination treatment is one of the most demanded. It is essential to offer 
a complete service with the best products for your clients.

Discover below all our news and enjoy the most complete treatment on the market.

SPECIAL EYEBROWS

9

Thuya Professional has developed a 
self-foaming shampoo for deep cleaning of 
the eyebrows. Recommended to be applied 
before coloring and/or laminating service. 
Leaving the area clean and hydrated.

Thanks to its components such as Mallow 
extract and Pea surfactants, we will get an 
EMOLLIENT, softening and SOOTHING 
action. 

BROW SHAMPOO

MAYref. 011150082
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Before carrying out any treatment, it is essential to 
prepare the area for achieving a perfect result. 

An exfoliation and a deep cleaning will leave the brows 
ready before the brow lamination and tinting treatments.

EYEBROW 
        CARE & MAINTENANCE

Eyebrow scrub. It is ideal to be applied before tinting and / or laminating 
service. Leaves the area free of impurities.

An exfoliant with JOJOBA microspheres that provides a soft 
exfoliation, without irritations with maximum efficiency. 
Prepares the skin leaving it clean and uniform. 

 Enhances the eyebrow shade tint as it allows it to 
penetrate further into the skin. 

BROW SCRUB

Eyebrows novelties
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MAY

BROW PASTE
White pigmented lipophilic paste with DOUBLE FUNCTION.
On the one hand, it PROTECTS the skin and prevents it from 

staining during the dye service. On the other hand, it 
MARKS the SHAPE that you want to design to the 

eyebrow before waxing, allowing a GREATER 
DEFINITION.

Among its main ACTIVE INGREDIENTS, a 
LIPID COMPLEX stands out by laying down a 
protective layer on the skin specially designed 

to prevent the penetration of products (for 
example, eyebrow tints). Due to its composition, in 

addition to PROTECTION, it gives the skin HYDRATION 
and NUTRITION thanks to the Castor oil extract.

Eyebrows novelties

ref. 011150083

ref. 011150084



COLOR REMOVER
DYE STAIN CLEANSER.

Product developed to remove any
rest or stain of dye on the skin. Thanks
to the composition it does not produce 

itching, norredness, nor skin irritation apart 
from giving off a pleasant aroma.

Eyes novelties
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MAY

COLOR & SHAPE FIXER
PERFECT LOOK
New Serum to fix the shape
and the color of the eyebrow 
tint.

The application allows us to 
define the desired shape and 
enhance the eyebrow treatments 
extending its durability.

Thanks to its main active 
ingredients such as Jojoba, Aloe 
vera and Panthenol, it improves 
color retention by increasing 
the tint service life and provides 
hydration and moisture.

Daily use.

ref. 011150085

ref. 011150086
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New effects and tones 
for our Gel collection
On-Off.
Three thermal colors that
change color with
hot and cold effect. Ideal
for a fun manicure
with a different touch.

Gel On-Off Thermal

The most different Thermal that 
not only changes color from an 
intense Fuchsia to a sweet pink,
but also accompanied by 
metallized sprinkles. 
7ml ref. 011610425

An amazing combination of pink lilac to a pastel green. Just 
with a little bit of warm your manicure will change the color 
making a degraded effect.
7ml ref. 011610427

The perfect match, a lilac and a light 
blue. A mix of cold tones that will make 
you show an incredible manicure. 
7ml ref. 011610426

MAY
ref. 011610430 
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NEW GEL on-off NEW GEL on-off 
SUMMER COLORSSUMMER COLORS

NEON HOT PINK:NEON HOT PINK:

With the summer arriving appears the cheerful, 
strong and full of color manicures.

Three new vivid colors that will be the center of 
attention at any event.

If pink is your colour, 
don’t miss out on 
this new intense, 
light-filled shade. A 
passionate manicure 
perfect to show off your 
hands this summer.
ref. 011610431

On-Off novelties On-Off novelties

NEON jUNGLE:NEON jUNGLE:
An intense electric green 
shade to complete our 
Neon Gel On-Off range.
ref. 011610432

NEON TANGERINE:NEON TANGERINE: This new shade is the perfect match, the pink and orange 
mixed with each other gives us a result for an energetic, 
cheerful and vivid color.
No doubt about it, your nails will be the center of attention.
ref. 011610433

JUNE



Acrylic gel is resistant, strong 
and hard.

Easy to handle, does not spread, 
easy and quick application

For any type of professionals.
With total freedom to work. 

Light and resistant nails.

No monomers, no 
particles in the air.

Strong &
Resistant

Safe

Easy

Ideal

Acrylic Gel is the perfect combination 
between 2 different techniques; acrylic 
and gel, that will allow us to enjoy all 
their advantages.

Acrylic Gel Acrylic Gel
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TIPS

With a full range of 7 different 
colors for any need and 

Soft Pink, Natural Cover, Peach 
Cover, Dark Cover, and clear 

It is recommended to use the grey padded file 100/180 if there is an excess of product. Or the Blue padded file 120/240 only to perfect the 
sculpting.

Recommended for feet 
nails reconstruction 

thanks to its flexibility.

Stands out the white color quality from the Acrylic Gel, as it contains an intense white color pigment without losing the stability and allowing an easy work and a perfect finish without any necessity to re enforce techniques such as Inverted French and baby boomer.

RemovalQuicker and comfortable, taking care of the natural nail.

The ideal product to 

work any type of nail 

enlargement 



Wish
COLLECTION

WISH Nº75
IVORY

WISH Nº73
BLOSSOM WISH Nº74

LILA GLACÉ WISH Nº71
TANGERINE

WISH Nº72
BABY GREEN

WISH Nº70
PUMPKIN


